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Irene Sargent:
Rediscovering a Lost Legend
by Cleota Reed Gabriel
Professor Irene Sargent was a distinguished teacher of the history
of fine arts at Syracuse University for thirty-seven years, from 1895
to 1932. As a noted author and critic in these years, she was influential
in promoting and maintaining the values of the Arts and Crafts
Movement in America; yet, since her death in 1932, she has been
largely forgotten. We can begin to form an image of her as an awesome
pillar of knowledge and a great lady with a colorful personality
through the vivid memories of her former students. Interviews with
some of her students brought forth the following recollections: 1
She insisted on being called Doctor or Madame, never
Miss. We freshmen were terribly in awe of her, believing
of her, both truth and legend.
We usually referred to her as "Doc Sargent" among
ourselves, but sometimes used the title "Empress Irene,"
after the Byzantine ruler of that name.
She always looked the same-dark blue suit, dark blue
shirt waist, and dark blue hat with a broad brim.
She wore a felt hat with a well-worn silver fox in the
winter months, which she changed to a straw hat with a
chiffon scarf when Spring signaled that it was coming. This
could happen in April or in January.
She lectured from a Mottville chair, precisely describing,
with the use of slides, how the arts of each period reflected
the history and culture of their time.
Cleota Reed Gabriel, a professional ceramicist and teacher, holds the Master's degree in
the History of Art from Syracuse University. She has published research on the architecture,
ceramics, stained glass, and photography of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century in Syracuse, New York.
This article is adapted from a lecture given to the Syracuse University Library
Associates on March 30, 1979. A bibliography of Irene Sargent's work will appear in
a future issue of The Courier.
Copyright, 1979, Cleota Reed Gabriel.
IThese recollections are only a small sampling of the memories of Irene Sargent's
former students, friends, and colleagues (too numerous to mention) gleaned from
personal interviews and letters.
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We knew and respected Dr. Sargent as a scholar and
authority. In Aesthetics she emphasized that there is a
philosophy of art, a "why" as to the worth of a work of
art. One principle she dwelt on was that to be great, a
work of art, no matter how exciting its subject matter,
must leave one with a feeling of peace.
She believed that architecture is the greatest of the arts.
The architecture students were her pets. She told them,
"Never work for money. Work for the love of your art."
She began many of her lectures, "Gentlemen and architects...."
To her the names were synonymous.
She spoke in a precise, well modulated voice-every word
beautifully enunciated.
At the beginning of each session she would intone, as
the light dimmed, "The gentlemen will kindly sit in the
rear of the room and the lady students will sit in the front
of the room. Gentlemen and ladies will not sit together as
the dark inspires men to evil deeds." No one laughed.
She was the most inspiring teacher I ever had. When I
finally, much later in life, climbed the hill to the Acropolis,
I turned to look at the view and spontaneously said
aloud, "Dr. Sargent, you were right!"
She was one of the seven most brilliant women in the
world. It was rumored that she had willed her brain to
the Yale medical school.
Another rumor was that she had promised her brain to
Harvard and was living off the proceeds. That was why
(we thought) she could afford to take a taxi back and forth
from the Yates Hotel, where she lived, to Crouse College
everyday.
These sometimes tender and sometimes amusing anecdotes help us
to understand why Irene Sargent became a legend in her own time,
but they do not provide many of the facts of her life. A few of
these facts appear in the Syracuse University Alumni Record 1910-1925:
IRENE SARGENT, 1895-96 and 1901-
Student at University of Paris; Rome, Italy: Professor
Bocher, Jacquinot, Charles Eliot Norton, Harvard. Litt.
M. (Syracuse) 1911. Litt. D. (Ibid) 1922.
Instructor in French and History, College of Fine Arts,
1895-96. Instructor in Italian, 1901-5. Instructor in Italian
and Lecturer on the History of the Fine Arts, 1905-8.
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Professor of the History of Fine Arts, 1908-14. Professor
of the History of Fine Arts and Italian T.iterature, 1914- .2
But these facts, added to the remembrances of her former students,
still do not form a very complete picture of Irene Sargent. They tell
us little of her real accomplishments. She was at one time a 'well
known and influential author and critic in the history of art and a
respected translator of Italian and French literature. She has been
largely forgotten for these achievements, particularly by persons in her
primary field of scholarship, the history of art.
Though her original contributions to the Arts and Crafts Movement
have lain largely unread for many years, there is now a renewed
interest in them by a new generation of scholars. The Arts and
Crafts Movement shaped the concepts of many architects, designers,
and craftsmen in America in the early twentieth century. 3 Because
Irene Sargent made a substantial contribution to the literature of that
movement, the George Arents Research Library at Syracuse University
has received an increasing number of inquiries from present-day
historians wanting to know more about her.
* * *
When Irene Sargent died on September 14, 1932, she was eulogized
by Ernest J. Bowden in the Syracuse Post-Standard as a woman of
quiet dignity and versatile talents and one with a "remarkable faculty
for stirring enthusiasm and·winning devotion. "4 Bowden made the only
published reference to her early life. He wrote that her father, Rufus
Sargent, was a machine designer near Boston who was disappointed
when Irene was born that she was not a son and found compensation
in giving her a boy's education. Bowden reported that she studied
architecture at Harvard University as a non-degree student, although
Harvard has no record of her enrollment. Bowden's article, compiled
perhaps from interviews with a few members of the Syracuse University
community, did provide an important clue, her father's name.
2Frank Smalley, ed., Alumni Record and General Catalogue of Syracuse University
1910-1925, .... Faculty of Syracuse University, 1852-1925, (Syracuse: Alumni Association
of Syracuse University, 1925) Vol. 4, Pt. 1, pp. 1362-63.
3For the best introduction to the movement see Robert Judson Clark, ed., The
Arts and Crafts Movement in America 1876-1916, exhibition catalogue, (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1972). For an in-depth study of a Syracuse architect who
was active in this movement see Cleota Reed Gabriel, The Arts and Crafts Ideal:
The Ward House-An Architect and His Craftsmen, (Syracuse, IDEA, 1978).
4Syracuse Post-Standard, September 16, 1932, p. 6.
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Through a genealogical search, the present writer pieced together
some facts about her life. 5 The Onondaga County census of 1900
records that she was born in Massachusetts in 1863. Either she reported
her birthdate and birthplace less than accurately or the census taker
was hard-of-hearing, for in fact, she was born eleven years earlier
in 1852 in Auburn, New York. At the time of the 1900 census, she
has just begun her career at Syracuse. Perhaps she felt that it was
to her professional advantage in beginning her university teaching
career to be almost forty rather than almost fifty and more prestigious
to be from Boston than from Auburn, New York. At this time, she
had no surviving family. Alone in the world, she needed to make her
own way as best as she could.
Jesse Irene Sargent, to give her full name, was born in Auburn, New
York on February 20, 1852, the fourth daughter of Rufus and Phebe
[sic] Sargent. Rufus Sargent was born in Massachusetts in 1806 and
moved to Auburn with his wife in 1833. He became very successful
as a manufacturer of carding tools. His other three daughters, Mary,
Adeline, and Cornelia were in their teens when Irene was born; none
of them married and all died as young women, the last, Adeline, in
1878. Rufus retired and moved with his wife and Irene to Boston in
1879. He died at the age of seventy-six in 1882 when Irene was thirty
years old. Her mother Phebe lived in Boston five more years until 1887.
She probably died before 1890, in which year Irene returned to Auburn
for a short time, boarding at a hotel.
Evidence of Irene's. education, has thus far not been located. There
are no records of her attendance in any of the public or private schools
in Auburn. Her sister Adeline was a teacher and may have tutored her.
There is also the possibility that she was sent away to school, perhaps
to Boston. As for her professional training, it is clear from her
achievements that she was well-educated by one means or another, even
though no record of university enrollment has been found. According
to Bowden's obituary, she came into contact with such great minds
as those of George Herbert Palmer, the American philosopher, and
Charles Eliot Norton, the historian of art, both of Harvard University;
and she associated with the connoisseur and art historian Bernard
Berensen, who was her contemporary, in Italy.
5Genealogical and biographical information compiled by the author has been deposited
in the Irene Sargent collection of the Syracuse University Archives, George Arents
Research Library.
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After her short stay in Auburn in 1890, Irene was resident in
Utica, New York, from 1891 to 1893, and again from 1895 to 1896,
perhaps teaching. She helped organize a loan exhibition of art and
antiquities in 1895 for the New Century Club, a women's social and
cultural organization that still exists in Utica. For her part, Irene secured,
among other treasures, the loan from a private collection of "Head
of The Christ" by Durer, painted on wood, dated 1521, and valued
at eight thousand dollars. 6
Bowden stated in Irene Sargent's obituary that she traveled and
studied in Europe after her father's death and that when she returned
to the United States, she worked as a free lance writer and did some
editorial work in Philadelphia before coming to Syracuse. No published
works by her dating before 1897 have yet been found, and no trace
of her ever having lived in Philadelphia exists, though she was later
associated with a Philadelphia periodical.
From 1895 Irene Sargent's life, at least her professional life, is a matter
of record. At age forty-three she was appointed to the faculty at
Syracuse University to teach French for the school year 1895-1896.
She was reappointed in 1901 to teach Italian in the College of Fine
Arts to music students, so that they might better understand and pro-
nounce the words they were singing. In succeeding years she also taught
aesthetics; the history of art which included architecture, painting, and
sculpture; and the history of ornament, a course vital to careers fit
architecture, illustration, and design in which'it was important to have
a b;istorical vocabulary.
For a few years, from 1901 to approximately 1904, Irene Sargent
taught French, Italian, and Spanish at the Syracuse Classical School
(a day school which later became the Travis School) which was located
at that time in the Yates Castle.
She was very popular as a speaker. She lectured to such community
cultural groups as the Browning Club, of which she was an active
member,. the Classical Club, the Social Art Club, the Shakespeare
Club, and many Syracuse University clubs, on such diversified subjects
as "The Art of the Venetian School," "The Dreyfus Case from a
Historical Point of View," "The Evolution of the Pastoral with
Reference to the Ecologues of Virgil," "Classical Painting: Its Origin
and Character," "The English Pre-Raphaelite Movement," "Modern
American Sculptors," and "The Life and Art of Rodin. "
6"A Loan Exhibition to be Held at the House of The New Century Club, 253 Genesee
Street, Utica, from May 22 to May 29, 1895," (Utica: New Century Club, 1895),
p. 51. The catalogue lists the Durer as an "undoubted original" ·loaned by Mr. William
Matthews.
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Perhaps even more significant than her two honorary degrees from
Syracuse University in 1911 and 1922, was the honorary membership
awarded her by the American Institute of Architects, in 1926, for
a lifetime of outstanding contributions to architecture and its allied arts.
She was the second woman in the history of that distinguished
organization to receive such an honor.
Dr. Sargent taught until the end of the spring term in 1932. By then
she was eighty years old and in failing health and could hardly
ascend the stairs to her classroom in Crouse College. She fell in her
room at the Yates Hotel on July 5 and was hospitalized until her
death on September 14. She is buried in the Syracuse University plot
at Oakwood Cemetery.
* * *
Her work survives her. Since she left no personal papers or diaries,
it is to published writings that we must turn to know what she thought
and felt. Most of Dr. Sargent's writings were articles and critical essays
for periodicals. Her main achievement was The Craftsman, a magazine
published in Syracuse from 1901 to 1916 by Gustav Stickley, the
Syracuse designer. Stickley was famous for his so-called "Mission"
furniture, one of the major products of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
The Craftsman became the most influential voice in forming and
spreading the movement's aesthetic in America. A leading scholar of that
movement, Robert Judson Clark, recently described Irene Sargent as
"the initial force behind the publication."7 Another present-day scholar,
Barry Sanders, calls her "the guiding spirit for the magazine's early
years. "8 Both of these descriptions are understatements.
Irene Sargent single-handedly wrote the first three issues of The
Craftsman: she wrote all five articles in the first issue; all eight
articles in the second issue; and all four articles in the third issue.
Thereafter other authors contributed, though she almost always wrote
the lead article which set the theme for the issue. From October 1901
until March 1902, she contributed twenty-six of thirty-three features.
She spelled out the philosophy of the magazine which was that of the
Arts and Crafts Movemenf itself. These are articles of great substance
and considerable originality and are immensely valuable to present-day
scholars of American taste of the early twentieth century.
The first issue of The Craftsman was devoted to William Morris;
the second paid homage to John Ruskin; the third concerned the
history of Medieval crafts guilds, so important to the movement as
a model in its ideal of a return to handcraftsmanship. She also wrote
7Robert Judson Clark. D. 38.
88arry Sanders, ed., The Craftsman, An Anthology, (Santa Barbara: Peregrine
Smith, 1978), p. x.
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reviews, translations, CrItIques, and some poetry. Once the historical
groundwork for the magazine was laid, she devoted issues to such
topics as "Robert Owen and Factory Reform," "The Gothic Revival,"
and "The History and Design of Textiles." She wrote on such
diversified subjects as "[Richardson's] Trinity Church, Boston, as a
Monument of American Art," "Color, An Expression of Modern
Life," and "The Silversmith's Art in the Middle Ages." She wrote
a series of articles on American art potters and potteries, including
such notable figures as Charles Binns of Alfred University, Mary
Louise McLaughlin of the Rookwood Pottery, and Thomas S. Nickerson
of the Merrimac Pottery. She wrote extensively of the decorative
arts on such subjects as "The Life and History of a Design" which
examined the use of the lotus as a design motif, and "A Minor
French Salon" in which she illustrated the works of the French glass
designers, Lalique and Gaillard.
A reading of her articles shows that she learned a great deal from
Charles Eliot Norton as well as from William Morris and John Ruskin,
but her expression of these ideas and her application of them to
American culture is quite original. Though Stickley was nominally the
publisher, The Craftsman was very largely Irene Sargept's conception.
The Craftsman was the leading voice of the Arts and Crafts Movement
in America, and its voice was Irene Sargent's.9 In all, in the first
eight volumes of The Craftsman, from October 1901 to September 1905,
Irene Sargent made eighty-four contributions. After that she stopped
writing for the magazine entirely.
In 1904, Stickley had moved his entire operation from Syracuse to
New York City and shifted his interests. Irene Sargent stopped
contributing to The Craftsman soon thereafter and turned to another
periodical, The Keystone. From 1905 to 1930 she wrote sixty-six
articles of the soundest scholarship for The Keystone, a journal of the
jewelry trade. She wrote profusely illustrated articles about historical
and contemporary silver, jewelry, ceramics, and glass, and about
outstanding artists who created them. Among her subjects were
"Examples of Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Domestic Silver,"
"The Napoleonic Table Service in Silver," and "The Transformation
of Rene Lalique." She wrote three articles about her colleague
at Syracuse University, Adelaide Alsop Robineau, the master potter of
Syracuse, who provided the illustrations for the Lalique article; and
she wrote one article for Robineau's own magazine, Keramic Studio,
published in Syracuse.
9The complete issue of The Craftsman can be found in the George Arents Research
Library for Special Collections, Syracuse University.
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Dr. Irene Sargent standing by the entrance of Crouse College, Syracuse University,
perhaps in 1922 when she received her honorary doctorate from the university.
(Photograph: Syracuse University Archives)
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The Keystone, published in Philadelphia from 1891 to 1933, changed
its format several times. In 1917 Irene Sargent was listed as Contributing
Editor of the Art Department of the magazine. This is probably
the "editorial work" in Philadelphia, mentioned in Bowden's obituary.
Irene Sargent wrote for a trade magazine like The Keystone because
until the 1920s there were, for all practical purposes, no American art
journals regularly receptive to extended scholarly historical writing in
the decorative arts. The age of specialized historical research in the
arts and the journals it would spawn arrived just as Irene Sargent
passed.
Irene Sargent also wrote in 1915 and 1916 for The Colonnade, a
literary magazine published by New York University, and in 1920 for
Le Livre Contemporain, a serial published in Boston. She was a major
contributor to the first editions of two encyclopedias; in 1911 she
wrote "Art Schools and Art Instruction in Europe" for A Cyclopaedia
of Education, issued in five volumes by Columbia University; and in
1924 she wrote the entire section on the Fine Arts, including "The
Introduction of Fine Arts," "Painting, Architecture, and Sculpture,"
and a "Revised and Expanded Dictionary of Art Terms" for the
Lincoln Library of Essential Information. This single-volume, concise
family encyclopedia which had great influence in the 1920s and 1930s
continued to use Irene Sargent's entries for many years.
Irene Sargent's scholarly writing is of interest mainly to other scholars;
her poetry speaks to a wider· audience. Two of her poems afford a
fair measure of her skill. The first is a sonnet which appeared in
Volume One of The Craftsman in January 1902:
Inermis
Musing, I sat within the House of Life,
Intent to watch the soft sleep of a child;
Saffron and rose his bed; radiant and mild
His countenance; tranquil his form, though rife
With Strength that seemed to court and long for strife.
But while he slept, there came in garb defiled,
Sinister, scarred, bearing a distaff piled
And plumed with nodding flax, an old witch-wife.
She plied her art, and round the sleeper span
A knotted web which bound him limb and thew;
Startled he writhed and wrestled, but too late:
Strength wrought in vain against the cunning plan;
The woven bonds held fast. And then I knew
The child was Hope. The ancient crone was Fate.
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The second poem appeared in The Colonnade in 1915 and, like
the one above, has a fatalistic message, though now expressed in humor:
Tom's a-Cold
Poor Tom's a-cold. His mew and moan
Mounts to me as I sit alone
In evil mood, and fancies spin
Of all I might have done and been,
If human hearts I well had known.
My heart is cheerless. Let him groan,
His paws be stiff, his fur be blown!
My gloves are worn, my coat is thin
If Tom's a-cold.
The Mice are frozen; birds have flown;
And clients keen and few are grown;
Lost, lost is all we strove to win;
Then, why not let the suppliant in
Since misery must seek its own,
And Tom's a-cold.
* * *
Most people now alive who remember Irene Sargent recall her in
her last years, when she was in her middle-to-Iate seventies, the years
in which on snowy mid-winter days the architecture students formed a
human chain to assist her, in the most proper manner, from the door
of her taxi to the door of Crouse College. By then she had taken the last
of her many trips to Europe and her accomplishments as a great voice
in the Arts and Crafts Movement in America were alre~dy part of
history. Only an echo of her magnificent abilities as a teacher remained;
but this was enough to convince her last students that she was not only
an unforgettable personality of the strongest character, but also a
force that opened minds to the intellectual and spiritual power of the
fine arts.
The British novelist E.F. Benson wrote in 1940 in his book of
memoirs, Final Edition, of a kind of woman he called the "Sibyl"
from the ancient female prophets. He wrote:
.. .In earlier generations there existed, though always rare
and remarkable, a type of woman who has now vanished....
Though hard to define, she was unmistakable when met with.
She was thoughtful, she was intellectuaL ... Often indeed, she
was literary, and often her attainments as an author were
connected with her Sibylity, but the highest attainment did
not [alone] qualify her. The Sibyl's quality was primarily
a condition of the Soul; if she was an author it was
involved with the moral responsibility which her gifts as
12
such entailed on.... Sibyls have disappeared. Unlike poets
they were made, not born, and nowadays nobody makes
them. to
If Benson had known Irene Sargent he might very well have included
her in this category of "rare and remarkable" women.
lOE.F. Benson, Final Edition, (New York: D. Appleton-Century, 1940), p. 78.
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OfCollectors, Collections,
and Libraries
By Frank P. Piskor
At Library Associates' Annual Members' Luncheon, April 28, 1978,
Dr. Frank P. Piskor received the Syracuse Post-Standard A ward for
Distinguished Service to the Syracuse University Libraries. (See The
Courier, XV, 2 and 3, Summer 1978). The text of his talk on that
occasion was published in A.B. Bookman's Weekly (June 26, 1978,
p. 4515). The following is his talk as delivered, taken from a tape-recording
graciously given to this editor by Mrs. Ramona Bowden of the
Post-Standard staff.
The additional comments enrich the text and reveal the quality
of the man so happily remembered at Syracuse University. The ad
lib portions of Dr. Piskor's talk constitute more than two-thirds of
the talk as here presented. For ease of reading, these extemporaneous
remarks and the written text are not set off with special type or brackets.
Dr. Piskor has been a book collector for many years. During his
tenure at Syracuse University he took a great interest in the library
and Library Associates. He is now president ofSt. Lawrence University.
I wish I could believe all that is written about me in that [Post-
Standard Award] citation) I'm really quite an ordinary college
president. We all try to be extraordinary and end up being quite
ordinary; but I'm satisfied to be typical and run-of-the-mill. A friend
of mine has a very fine definition of what an ordinary college president
is; and I fit it, because when I think I have no choice but to be in charge,
I ponder; and when I know I'm in trouble, I delegate; and when
I'm really in doubt, which is much of the time, I mumble. Now if
I could overcome these characteristics I might move toward the
·'extraordinary" phase and be able to be referred to differently.
I remind Chancellor Tolley that when we first had these affairs
and invited distinguished performers like Norman Strouse or Sol
Feinstone, what we really hoped for was that they'd show up with a
rarity worthy of the occasion; and remembering that, I intended to
do so. And I had a rarity relating to Picasso that I was prepared to
part with for this occasion! But knowing that this library has grown
and really grown significantly and that its resources have grown and
grown significantly~ in no small measure because of what people in
this room have done for it, I said to our librarian, or maybe one
of my favorite librarians, in the library at St. Lawrence, "Please
ISee The Courier, XV, 2, Summer 1978, p. 38.
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check for me to make sure that this item does not already exist at
5yracuse." She did-we have an OCLC terminal-there it was: you
have it. I report it because I'll find another thing.
You know, a real bibliophile really has to have a heart-to-heart
struggle over what he's going to part with. Although it's not easy for
me even to part with something related to Picasso, one of my late
interests, I was prepared to part with this. I'll find at least one other
thing. If I don't, my wife will. We have a new rule in the house:
we may continue our interest in rare books and continue our interest
in being a bibliophile; but for every 'book that comes in, one must
go out. Many individuals and many libraries benefit as a result; but
that's the rule. She'll tell you privately that I keep cheating on that,
that I'm not holding up my part of the bargain; but we try. So,
Mrs. Mozley, I'll give you a public promise that either I replace what
I was prepared to deliver here with something that isn't going to be
a duplication, or you'll have to tell me privately what it is you most
wish to have now; and maybe I'll have to settle for that.
I want to thank you all for being here. I thank many of my colleagues
who have done so much to help me make something of my life;
and I thank some students who somehow survived. Bill Tolley and
I were reminiscing about some of those in the room here. I've
already made my peace with every librarian with whom I've had
an argument. I kissed every librarian with whom I remembered I had an
argument. So many of you have contributed so much to whatever
career I have had. Among the enduring things which continue to
enrich my life is what I like to refer to as the Syracuse Book Connection:
a connection the Associates have unquestionably played the primary
role in keeping vital and alive. So I salute you and your program.
I still think of it as a program of which I am a part and will continue
to be a part, thankful for your contribution and grateful for this
honor. As one of the promoting salesmen (because I remember dis-
cussions about this award very well, Mr. Gorman) as one of the
promoting salesmen for the establishment of the Post-Standard Award,
I should probably have disqualified myself as a recipient; but~ I do
not intend to raise the question except in this very half-hearted,
fleeting way, to salve my conscience, because it's my own conscience
and not yours.
When your letter of invitation arrived, I really did not register that
this meeting would mark the twenty-fifth year of service of the
Library Associates of Syracuse University. I find as I grow older that
there is one sense in which we try to slow things down a little, and
these great anniversaries somehow tend to generate double-edged
meanings. What a sweet milestone for so many of us in this room!
Twenty-five years of any kind of volunteer service deserves celebration
15
in these times, but so many years of volunteer affection and attention
to a university library is a remarkable achievement in any institution's
history. To Syracuse University, your devotion, your determination and
your abiding optimism has, in my view, made a critical educational
difference in the stature and the life of this institution. You have
much that you can reminisce about with deep satisfaction: the
magnificent physical facilities housing the Bird Library, and the George
Arents Research Library, and a Library Associates journal of the
highest quality. I read several of these, and this is really one of the
journals of quality now in the library world.
And the Library development program! Now Don Anthony told me
earlier that there are still a lot of problems. All I want to say to
him is that trying to fit four hundred thousand volumes in a two hundred
thousand capacity building and deciding where you're going to put a
million plus, I think is a little more complex than all of the technological
problems I know he's facing. The Library Resource Development
Program, in retrospect, is one to boggle the imagination of certainly
one of the many hearts here; and also, as Library Associates, there
are your own very special enrichment efforts.
As I greeted people and shook hands, each one of you had a
special association and a special thing that 1 could spend the afternoon
reminiscing about and will not. And if I may be permitted just one
commercial, you possess the kind of appreciation for learning in this
room that I pray for at St. Lawrence where a much younger organization
called the Friends of the Owen D. Young Library is involved in
similar efforts on the undergraduate college level, induding a four-
million-dollar building addition for which we've just broken ground.
As previously announced, I propose to share some thoughts with
you today "Of Collectors, Special Collections, and Libraries." My
interest, quite frankly, is to register my deep concern for the dwindling
number of young collectors and to encourage in every way possible
the creation, nurture, and feeding of a new generation in its commitment
to the meaningful accumulation of books.
I spent one hour of my business day in New York City yesterday
at the fourteenth International Antiquarian Book Fair. And it is a fine
fair. It's worth seeing. The interesting thing about it is that in that
massive hall probably the average age of the collectors there was
substantially over sixty. I saw no young people, although there are a lot
of young people in New York. I didn't think the entrance fee was
the thing discouraging them. It may be that Monet was competing
more successfully at the Metropolitan, but I doubt it.
Those of us who think that there's more than personal delight and
satisfaction in being a bibliophile need to rethink the whole business
of the young collector and the manner in which to engage and interest
him in this activity. Let me hasten to add that I do not come armed
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with a briefcase full of recent statistical surveys; but rather just a
"gut feeling" that, on a national basis, fewer individuals are devoting
time to forming quality collections of books and manuscripts for
their own use and· enjoyment and of future significance for libraries
and the learning community.
Many contemporary developments conspire, of course, to create the
shrinkage. Inflation's impact on the cost of books is well known, and
is a definite factor in discouraging collectors.
I think that of the rarest items in, a poetry collection that I still
enjoy, American Poetry Since 1900, the average item was acquired
at a time when poetry was in such disrepute that you could get great
volumes for twenty-five cents, fifty cents, one dollar. I realize that
young collectors do not have that kind of privilege. One senses what
the inflationary impact has been. The radical changes in the nature
of the publishing and the marketing of the product, the book, are
also broad. Finely printed books, for example, are harder to come by;
and when they are available, their market life, the time they're
offered on the market, is frequently so short that one hardly has the
time necessary to save the money needed to purchase them. The
publishing practice of "remaindering" books helps some collectors some
of the time. I'm not against remainder houses, but they also hinder
those still in the process of learning the subtleties of the remainder
trade. Sometimes a book is officially out-of-print and still available in
the remainder shops, but that fact is not readily available or established.
Now Mr. Fred Pierce, one of our old bookstore managers years
ago, sat in my office at Syracuse University and said to me, "The
real rare books are being created right now by publishing practice."
This was in the 1950s, and he said, "I can already demonstrate to
you that the books of 1950 are in fact rarer than many books of 1590."
If you reflect on that, I think you'll find that the nature of the
publishing business in fact is creating the built-in book obsolescence
practiced by an increasing sector of the book-publishing world. That is to
say, the deliberately cheaply made book, designed to be a throw-away,
discourages collection.
The increasing cost of producing booksellers' catalogues has resulted
in significantly fewer regular issues; so much so that many of those
still produced almost immediately become important collectible reference
tools. I have some book catalogues which I simply keep for reference
in my own bibliophile activities, now worth one hundred, one hundred
and fifty dollars apiece, just because they come out so infrequently.
Of course no recitation such as this could be complete without
mourning the demise of so many great used-book stores and with them
their proprietor-counselors. I'm glad Mr. Sylvester is here today. I'm
honored and flattered that he is here today, because he was a book-
counselor of mine when he ran a little hole in the wall on Washington
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Street with rarities that I still water over and wish that I'd acquired
at the time. As he got to know my interests, he was a tremendous
counselor, in feeding that interest.
I think of the antiquarian book shop in Park Place, Newark, New
Jersey; and I still hold from there a rare Ezra Pound item, given
to me by a bookseller whose name I never knew. The shop was
bulldozed in urban renewal. I hope the books weren't bulldozed with
it. They probably were. I'll always remember that bookman because
he was so wise in his advice: so wise to direct you where to look
in a shop where the first thing you have to do is get over twelve
cats to get to the books. Now isn't it tough to know that those
things are going out of existence?
And there are people, many people in this room, who remember
Fourth Avenue, New York City, when it was just an avenue of books.
You go down there now and there's no one on Fourth Avenue that
you really know. I still go to get advice from an old bookseller that
Dr. Tolley introduced me to at Dauber Pines.-To proper Bostonians
who remember the Bridle Book Shop, it was worth the price of
admission and the price of the book just to step over all the books
you had to step over to get to the ones you wanted.
Urban blight, urban renewal, the inevitable impacts of time and age
have taken their relentless toll with the result that fewer friendly
advisers to book collectors exist in the trade. How can one build a
collection without advisers?
The new fact in the book-collection universe today, of course, is
the institution, just as it has been in recent years in the stock market.
Institutions, particularly general and specialized research libraries, are
the primary markets for booksellers because they buy in bulk, if
you please, and seek out total collections of all kinds. They are
therefore sought out as accounts and cultivated by booksellers in
preference to the individual collector.
As a result, institutional presence affects what the individual can
do, what he must pay, what he has available to consider for purchase,
and last but not least, whether he will enter the competition at all.
And it affects the psychological as well as the economic climate which
prevails. To illustrate (and I still get a little palpitation when I think
about this): the outright purchase of Lowdermilk's bookstore in
Washington by an institution can be viewed, as I see it, as a mixed
blessing-positively in terms of the enrichment it made possible in
the numerous collections of a great university, but negatively in terms
of closing forever still another used book "wetland" (the ecological
reference is mine) where budding individual collectors could try their
collecting wings at modest outlays. Anyone who had an experience
even for a day in Lowdermilk's knows what I'm talking about and
what the future generation is going to miss. And the Lowdermilk
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sale, as we all know, is simply one of a growing number of such
acquisitions. Institutions buy total collections in many other ways: as
bidders at auctions, as worldwide searchers with sophisticated intelligence
and scouts at their command.
My view should not be interpreted as a condemnation of what
happened to Lowdermilk's and bookshops of that type. Much more
disastrous consequences could have followed, and you can imagine them
as well as I can, for there are ignominious as well as sad ways to
close a book business. My concern is that we try more fully to
understand the impact on the individual collector struggling to exist,
struggling to be born, if you please.
We must remind ourselves again that institutional collectors need, and
will continue to need, individual collectors to help provide and diversify
the unique dimensions to their collections-an academic way of
saying that libraries better remember how much of their uniqueness
comes out of individual bibliophile interest
It goes without saying that institutions have no choice but to
continue to do whatever legitimately meets their responsibilities for
building of their resources. But do they not also have new obligations
to create, rekindle, nurture, and promote the development of the
next generation of collectors, just as they historically assume obligations
for developing readers, browsers, and researchers? I feel they do, and
that the time is long past due when the effort should be made in earnest.
What is called for is a new look at what needs to be done to
enhance the care and feeding of bibliophiles. The type of effort begun
by George Arents, right here in Syracuse, and enlarged here in Syracuse
by David Fraser and John and Edith Mayfield, needs to be extended.2
Recognizing the book collections of young collectors through prizes
is very good. More promotion efforts at all school levels need to be
undertaken.
We have school library coverage now. We could start right there,
at the school library level. I've seen it done because I finally sold one
of my librarian daughters on doing it. Now I think she's created
more teenage bibliophiles in East Lyme than we can probably count
right now in Syracuse, New York. So it can be done. After all, most
of us caught the disease from another collecter rather than being
taught how to become involved. There is a new frontier here for
teaching.
2See The Courier, XV, 1, Spring 1978, p. 16.
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We should recognize just how many book-collecting journals no
longer exist and correct that extinction through alternative efforts.
A journal as fine as your Library Associates journal could provide
leadership by instituting a department or even a periodic column for
the beginning collector, especially the youthful one. In collecting,
even more so than in some other areas of endeavor, way leads on to
way, as Robert Frost once observed in another context. Such a
department in your magazine could focus on the human drama involved
in the collections formed and donated to a university like Syracuse.
What great stories there are in the collections that now grace the
George Arents Research Library in the Bird Library that were formed
right in the dreams of people in this room! How did David Fraser
get interested in fine bindings? I've known him all my life, and I
really don't know. That ought to be in the public domain. Or Sol
Feinstone, his interest in Washington? Or W.P. Tolley in Kipling?
I only know part of that story. Or Newell Rossman in Panama?
(I hope you've extricated that Panama collection from him; I was
thinking of it during the treaty debates.) Or yours truly in Robert
Frost, Richard Hughes, and Robert Graves? Would not the answers
make fascinating reading? It would be reading that would get into
the public domain.
As I was thinking about this, having put it in manuscript form and
flying back with it and criticizing it, I said to myself, maybe it ought
to be more formal. Do you remember the Paris Review interviews
with authors, which are now all collectibles and all very expensive
as a result of the interviews with Robert Lowell, Robert Frost,
Marianna Moore, and so forth? You could have interviews with
collectors who contributed to this library. Those interviews would
become important kinds of records of bibliophiles for bibliophiles for
this new movement in the teaching library which I think is going to
come, whether you get interested or not.
Ben Lake and I were sharing the fact that one of the great privileges
in our bibliophile disease is that every so often you can find something
that a friend of yours really wants and never has been able to find.
That's one of the great satisfactions. I can remember, still, coming
back from a trip (I used to always say to my students that instead
of spending my time in New York in bars I'd spent it in bookstores),
I can remember the special thrill in coming back and saying to Newell
Rossman, "Have you got this book on Panama?" If he didn't there
was a double thrill; there was a double satisfaction.
New collectors, particularly youthful ones, can be stimulated by
starter collections. I recently gave a young scientist, fifteen years
old, interested in recent moon explorations, such a collection of -some
twenty books on the moon, all written in the last fifteen years, and
suggested to him the variety of ways of building such a starter set into
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a collection of quality, over the next twenty, thirty, or fifty years.
The last time I checked with him he was being tempted not only by
collecting in the direction I'd suggested, but expanding it far beyond the
moon. He thought he'd better get involved with all of the planets. The
interest, the example, help, and testimony of all collectors for the
breeding of new collectors just cannot be overestimated.
Another approach (and I'm nearly done, and you're very good so be
patient), another approach is the unique exhibition catalogue. This is
not a new idea; museums, art museums have done it for a long time.
Anni Berman can tell you that now three and four museums get
together, put together one traveling collection. All get credit for it, cover
the whole country with it. Libraries do too little of that.
Years ago, Syracuse did an exhibition catalogue on the moon. Do you
remember that, Dr. Tolley? It was tremendous. It was a first, I think,
on the moon; and it represented rarities from many libraries. We
responded to the demand, and we produced two editions. I can
remember the thrill we received when we got an inquiry for that
catalogue from the Leningrad Library, U.S.S.R. We produced two
editions even though we couldn't afford to pay for one. I saw the
second edition of that catalogue (in a book catalogue within the last
two months) which you are privileged to buy for fifteen dollars. So
hang on to your copy if you have it, because it'll only go one way: up.
That's the kind of thing I'm thinking of, on a more inter-institutional
basis.
More recently, as many of you in this room know, Syracuse participated
in that wonderful catalogue (put together by a great friend of Syracuse
and mine, Edward Latham, retiring now as director of Libraries at
Dartmouth), the Frost One Hundred, which is not only a unique
bibliographical contribution, but a stimulating and suggestive example
of collecting for all collectors, as well as collectors of Frost. Now
that was one hundred special books relating Frost to his friends,
institutional and personal friends, in a very special way.
I was flattered to have one item of mine in that collection, the
English edition of A Masque of Mercy. And I might just digress and
tell you the story. The introduction to that English edition was written
by Frost, but not signed by him. So I wrote him one day, and I
said, "I'm sending you this. I'd like you to sign this particular
introduction so that they won't debate in the future whether you wrote it
or not." Well, he took months as he always did, to respond; but he
finally responded with a nice letter about the book. He not only signed
the introduction, but annotated the book throughout. That's why it
took so long. At the beginning of the essay entitled simply, "Introduction,"
he wrote this note: "Thanks for sending this. I forgot I wrote it."
Then, just a little line that scholars from everywhere have wanted
Xeroxed (if I've paid for one Xerox, I've paid for at least hfty) because
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he went on to say, "I had forgotten I wrote this for Jonathan Cape.
I like to hope you will find it interesting play. I weep in parts of it."
That's all a scholar needs, that one line to speculate about.
Syracuse, in that Frost One Hundred, had (and this is the only other
anecdote and we're almost through, see how I keep promising?),
Syracuse, in that Frost One Hundred, had one of the great copies of
North of Boston in the nation, I dare say in the world.3 And the
reason I want you to know the story is because one of the things
that I always appreciated about W.P. Tolley was his utter disregard
at the proper time for the pragmatic and realistic. Now let me explain
that.
I've never submitted a bid for anything in an open auction, let
alone an open bid at Sotheby's in England. Margaret Cohen, of The
House of Books, Ltd., brought to my attention that the book was
to be auctioned and thought that Syracuse should have it. She wanted
an open bid, meaning, of course, that she could bid as high as she
had to. This meant the final cost of the book could be between one
thousand and two thousand dollars. Dr. Tolley and I agreed to go for broke!
As a result this is one of the most distinguished items in the Syracuse
collection. It traveled throughout the country with those famous one
hundred Frost items.
Finally, what would happen if the Library Associates offered to
provide counsel on collection design and development? What would
happen if librarians provided a book-collecting advisory service?
We have reader advisory services. We didn't when I was a youngster.
I don't know about you, but we have them now. We consider it
indispensable in public libraries. What's the difference between reader
advisory -services and bibliophile advisory services? They're simply
different sides of the same coin. So you see the challenges are there,
and they cry for trying. Now I know that everyone in this room
really understands and believes that book collecting is an art and the
collector truly an individual artist. If we'd remember that and believe
it more often, I think we'd not only enhance our enterprise, but
encourage _others to become involved. If book collecting is an art
and the collector an individual artist, it follows, I think, that like all
meaningful artistic endeavor, book collecting should generate delight:
delight in the plan for collectjng, in its development and growth,
the uses to which it is put, and its eventual home. Ben Lake and I
were talking about the eventual homes for our collections. He didn't
ask me about anything for Syracuse, but I understood, I understood.
George Arents would have endorsed this view, I think.
3This refers to a first edition, first issue (London, David Nutt, 1914) of North
of Boston by Robert Frost, a unique Association Copy. It was given by Edward Thomas
to W.H. Hudson. Later Frost inscribed the book himself.
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At a meeting of the Syracuse Library Associates which I'll never
forget, I had the privilege of sitting on one side of George Arents.
He actually gave me more good advice about how to form my budding
college history collection then than any historian ever did. So at that
meeting, Mr. Arents advised his audience to buy books because, and
I'm quoting him because I wrote the quote down after I got home,
"because you love them and because they mean something for your
intellectual life and hold promise for it."
Curiously, he was silent concerning one of his greatest personal
delights, the delight of choosing individuals and institutions with whom
to share his treasures. And he certainly knew how to do it. I never
spend a week in New York without at least trying to get to the Arents
Room in the New York Public Library, simply because one comes
out a more inspired and better man for having dropped in.
As fulfilling as personal enrichment is, the book collector's opportunity
to give of his treasure is the truly special privilege, for it is at this
point that the results of the collecting imagination meet the cutting
edge of so many facets of this human business we call education.
(Speaking of giving, there is Marian Forrest, whom I'm honored to
have here this morning, because as my secretary, she had to be a collector.
In my collection I have a Marianne Moore letter that my secretary
gave me.)
Alfred North Whitehead observed many years ago that:
The university imparts information, but it imparts it
imaginatively. At least, this is the function which it
should perform for society. A university which fails in
this respect has no reason for existence. This atmosphere
of excitement, arising from imaginative consideration, trans-
forms knowledge. A fact is no longer a bare fact: it is
invested with all its possibilities. It is no longer a burden
on the memory; it is energizing as the poet of our dreams,
and as the architect of our purposes.... Fools act on
imagination without knowledge; pedants act on knowledge
without imagination. The task of a university is to weld
together imagination and experience. 4
That last sentence says so much, doesn't it? HThe task of a university
is to weld together imagination and experience," and it is in this
process of welding that special treasures, like the ones we've been
referring to and talking about and that you're dedicated to, it is in
this process of welding that special treasures contribute to Whitehead's
4Alfred North Whitehead, The Aim ofEducation, New York, Macmillan, 1929, p. 139.
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view of imaginative consideration and the atmosphere of excitement.
This is the collector's challenge, this is the collector's privilege. Ours
is the challenge of finding new ways of encouraging him to multiply
and commit himself to the quest.
Goethe once observed, "We are shaped and fashioned by what we
love." You and I love books; we love collections; we love libraries;
and we love collectors. Aren't we fortunate?
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A Letterfrom the Chairman
Syracuse University Library Associates
-The Second Twenty-Five Years
Dear Readers:
As Syracuse University Library Associates begins its second twenty-five
years, it does so with renewed hope and enthusiasm. We hope that
the successes of the first twenty-five years may be surpassed in the years
to come, and we look forward with enthusiam to the challenge that
lies ahead.
From the time when Chancellor William P. Tolley and a group of
bibliophiles founded Library Associates, its efforts have been devoted
to helping make the Syracuse University Libraries' collections outstanding.
Through Library Associates' contributions, the library has been able to
make acquisitions not otherwise possible. In recent years important
bibliographic and reference materials have been purchased for the
various divisions of the libraries, including Art, English, Geography,
History, and Music. Support has been given to the von Ranke library
cataloging project. Important purchases have been made for Special
Collections in Rare Books, Manuscripts, and Archives.
Our official journal, The Courier, is recognized as one of the fine
publications of its kind in America. In addition to Library Associates
members, many American and foreign university libraries are subscribers.
Because its articles are related in some way to an aspect of the collections
in the Syracuse University Libraries, The Courier provides a "window
to the world" for our university.
Every member of Library Associates can feel proud of the part each
has played in building these collections. It is our hope that the contri-
butions we shall continue to make may be even greater in the
years to come.
Henry S. Bannister, Chairman
Syracuse University Library Associates
May 1979
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Mrs. Lawrence L. Witherill receives the Post-Standard Award for Distinguished Service
to the Syracuse University Libraries from Executive Editor Mr. J. Leonard Gorman.
(Photograph: Post-Standard)
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News of the Library
and Library Associates
Library Associates' Annual Spring Meeting was held on April 27, 1979.
The speaker was Mr. Stephen C. Massey; vice-president for Books and
Manuscripts at Christie's auction house, New York City. He gave an
illustrated history of Christie's and included some slide transparencies
of important .books which Christie's has auctioned. His personal ex-
periences at the firm's offices in London and New York added a special
fillip to the talk.
The Post-Standard Award for Distinguished Service to the Syracuse
University Libraries was presented to Mrs. Lawrence L. Witherill. The
citation read:
Dorothy C. Witherill, for nearly a quarter of a century
you have been a guiding force in Syracuse University Library
Associates. Your wise council and good advice are often
sought and generously given. In your unassuming way you
have quietly (and some might say even secretly) lent your
considerable talents to the task of making a good library
into a great one. Driven by your own love of reading and
guided by a mind conscious of the right, you have devoted
yourself to the world of ideas and to the steady improvement
of resources for the humanities. If the poet says, "The
soul selects her own society," then we are doubly blessed
that you have selected.us and that today we can select you
to receive the 1978 Post-Standard Award for Distinguished
Service to the Syracuse University Libraries.
Mr. J. Leonard Gorman, executive editor of the Syracuse Post-Standard,
who has presented the annual award for many years, was surprised
with a special citation from Chancellor Eggers for his support of the
Syracuse University Libraries. The chancellor said in presenting the
award to Mr. Gorman, "This year we recognize an individual who
has given distinguished service but has never received an award. We
might say that he is the true spirit of the award itself. "
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Chancellor Melvin A. Eggers presents a special award to Mr. J. Leonard Gorman
for exceptional service to Syracuse University and the Syracuse University Libraries.
(Photograph: Post-Standard)
Mrs. Antje B. Lemke
Miss Mary Marshall
Vernon F. Snow
Mrs. Albert Wertheimer
Mrs. Clifford L. Winters
At the trustees' meeting, held on May 7, the following were elected
to the Class of 1982:
R. Wayne Archer
Mrs. J .H. Auchincloss
Allen C. Best
Erick Hemmingsen
Clyde A. Jones
Miss Betsy Knapp
Stanton L. Catlin was appointed in March to fill a vacancy in
the Class of 1980.
Chairman Benjamin J. Lake had indicated his desire to resign as
chairman due to demands on his time resulting from the growth of his
church. Mr. Henry S. Bannister was elected to fill Dr. Lake's unexpired
term as chairman, until 1980. Dr. Allen C. Best will fill Mr. Bannister's
former position as vice-chairman. Dr. Lake will remain on the Board
of Trustees.
Mr. Bannister has been a member of the Board of Trustees since 1971.
He has served as treasurer and has been vice-president since 1977.
His committee activities have included Finance, Development, Acquisi-
tions, Publications, and Auction.
Mr. Bannister was in the wholesale book trade for twenty-five years
before his retirement. A graduate of Cornell University and a life-long
book collector, Mr. Bannister is now working on a descriptive
bibliography of the American-born Irish novelist, Donn Byrne (1889-
1928), best known for Messer Marco Polo and Blind Raferty among his
twenty-two books. Mr. Bannister's own collection contains early
New York and New England historical materials, first editions of
children's books, and private press books.
Membership
Membership growth remains a goal for Library Associates. The
membership holds steady at about four hundred. To keep our program
alive, we need to expand our membership or raise our donations
schedule. The latter has not changed in many years, except to add
a $5.00 category for seniors and students!
Members, please tell your friends about Library Associates. Send
their names and addresses to our office and we will do the rest! If
you would like to have application cards on hand, we will send them
to you.
Also, perhaps you know of a library which should subscribe to The
Courier. Consider giving a subscription as a gift of $25.00 per year
for libraries. Back issues cost three dollars each, a full set to date is
sixty-three issues. A number of university libraries, public libraries
and historical libraries are already on our subscription list.
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New members in Library Associates since March 1, 1979:
Mr. Francis L. Estigo, Jr. Mr. J.R. Hodgens
Mrs. Marjorie Estigo Mr. David Mohler
Mrs. Cleota Reed Gabriel Mrs. Edward Montague
Mr. Robert P. Gruver Mrs. Willard H. Smith
Acquisitions Committee Report
The Acquisitions Committee has approved a number of purchases
for the library using $4,000.00 earned at the 1978 auction and a gift
of $5,000.00 from Mr. Chester Soling. Books were selected from several
fields: English and French literature, Medieval history, history of art,
geography, and sociology. Additional items are still to be selected.
The present list includes in part:
Bibliographical Society of London. The Library. Series 1,
v. 1-10 (1889-1898) Series 2, v. 1. (1899).
International Migration Review (Complete backset from 1965)
Corpus Christianorum. Continuatio Mediavalis. Turnholti,
Typographi Brepols, Editores Pontificii. (Reprint 1968 - )
Transition, nos. 1-27 (complete backset) Paris, 1927-1938.
Abbey, J .R. Scenery ofGreat Britain and Ireland in Aquatint
and Lithography, 1770-1860...A Bibliographical Catalogue.
London, 1952. Reprint 1972. Also, Life in England in
Aquatint and Lithography, 1770-1860 and Travel in Aquatint
and Lithography, 1770-1860.... (A set of four volumes)
The fund for the purchase of the Albert Schweitzer papers is
progressing due to the efforts of Professor Antje B. Lemke. About
$12,000.00 remain to be donated to complete the $50,000.00 purchase.
Honors
Mrs. Rhea Eckel Clark, a charter member of Syracuse University
Library Associates, was honored recently for her contribution to the
Syracuse community. The Thursday Morning Roundtable, a discussion
group of civic leaders, cited her for work with many groups in education,
health planning, and aging. Mrs. Clark was president of Cazenovia
College from 1957 - 1971 and director of the Metropolitan Commission
on Aging from 1971 - 1973, to mention only a few of her accomplishments.
Another Honor for Mr. Welch
Among eleven recipients of the first Syracuse University Chancellor's
Citations for Exceptional Academic Achievement was the curator of
the Audio Archive and director of the Thomas Alva Edison Re-
Recording Laboratory, Mr. Walter Welch, much-honored Library
Associate member. Mr. Welch's success in re-recording early acoustical
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records to restore the original sound has been a contribution especially
important to musicians, students, and historians all over the world.
Members in the News
Mrs. Carl R. Bye, who has been coordinator for the Syracuse area
"Great Decisions" programs, was invited to the White House to hear
a briefing on the SALT II treaty. A group of one hundred-fifty
persons heard Zbigniew Brzezinski and President Carter speak about
the treaty. Vice President Mondale and Mrs. Carter were also present.
A book of interest to Upstate New York history buffs has. been
published by Appleknockers, Inc., Beaver Falls, New York. Grandpere's
Legacy, by Mr. DeWitt C. LeFevre, intended as a family chronicle
is in fact the history of a community. The author is the ninth
generation of his family in the United States. Mr. LeFevre is a member
of the Syracuse University Class of 1925, and an honorary member
of the Syracuse University Board of Trustees. He joined Library
Associates in 1954.
In Memoriam
Mr. Carl L. Bausch died at the age of ninety-one on June 3, 1979.
He was a Syracuse University alumnus and a Life Member of the
Syracuse University Board of Trustees. He became a charter member
of Library Associates in 1953. He was president and chairman of
Bausch and Lomb, Inc., in Rochester, New York, having started
in the toolroom as an apprentice mechanic in 1909. He worked for
the company started by his uncle for seventy years and served
fifty years as a member of the Board of Directors.
Staff Member Leaves
Dr. Kenneth J. Oberembt, who was head of the George Arents
Research Library for Special Collections at Syracuse University,
has become director of the University of Scranton Libraries. Dr.
Oberembt came to Syracuse University in 1975. His position here
brought him in close contact with Library Associates. He was an
ex-officio member of the Board of Trustees. His friends and colleagues
at Syracuse University wish him well.
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